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India's first full length 3D animated feature film. 5. 2 versions of the space saga were voiced. 6. In 2014, the first screening of the film "Wolverine and Jean-Claude Van Damme" (directed by Alexei Balabanov) took place in Russia. 7. In the cinema "October" as part of the creation of the "animated
series" "Early Christianity", in 3D, on March 25, 2015, the cartoon "Miracles in a Sieve" was shown, dedicated to the Nativity of Christ. 8. In February 2015, the first screening of the animated feature film "Ilya Muromets and the Nightingale the Robber" was held in "October". 9. From December

2015 to January 2016, a full-length documentary film dedicated to the #Imperio hashtag was shown in all cinemas of the capital. 10. In "October" the screening of the ephemeral film "Freedom" based on the universe of the manga and anime "Hellsing" started. 11. In March, the new series "Zombies
Return" was shown. 12. In April, at the cinema (Cinema "October" (KKK) the film "Hardcore" was shown. 13. In May, the first world premiere of the short animated film "The Legend of Kolovrat" (dir. Dmitry Nosov) took place. 14. In June, at IMAX screenings, viewers saw an outstanding work of
the animation school of the USSR and Russia - the animated full-length film "Squirrel and Strelka. Star Dogs". 15. In July, the premiere of the animated films "Brother Rabbit and Brother Fox" (Dir. Pavel Sanaev) and "Kingdom of the Full Moon" (Scriptwriter and director Pavel Setarev) took place.
16. In August, the cinema "October" was opened after restoration, on the screen of which Christopher Nolan's thriller "Interstellar" is shown. KKK showcases one of the most anticipated films of the year Premier SV celebrated its 65th birthday in the most pretentious cinema in Moscow - Oakland.

All its interiors, by tradition, are connected with the theme of cartoons about Mowgli, which are watched by the characters of the picture. The cinema, as expected, stood in the very center of the festive city. Performance by Vyach
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